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PARTI
The focus of this research investigation was to prepare a potential electrocatalyst
for fuel cell appUcation. Chloromethylated polystyrene was used as a polymer precursor
that was reacted with 5,7,7,12,14,14-hexamethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane
{meso-tQi).
meso-tQt
Poly(styrene-co-N-benzyl-/wej'otetstyrene) was reacted with nickel(n) or
cobalt(in). The metal-polymer complexes formed as products of the reaction were
characterized using infiared and optical spectroscopy. During our identification and
characterization of the metal-polymer complexes we conapared infiared and optical data
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of monomeric transition-metal /nejo-tet complexes to that of the metal-polymer data.
Also, the monomeric transition-metal meso-iQi compoimds were modified to include the
N-benzylated fimctional group. Finally, we completed our characterization of the metal-
polymer complexes by determining the percent metal composition using combustion
analysis.
PARXn
The effects of tacticity ratio and molecular weight distribution on the rheological
properties of isotactic polypropylene (iso-PP), syndiotactic polypropylene (syndio-PP),
and their blends were the main focus of the study. We have studied the dynamic
mechanical spectroscopy of isotactic polypropylene, syndiotactic polypropylene, and
several of their blends. Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) and sohd state
rheology of these materials were studied with emphasis on their processing properties.
In addition, both iso and syndio PP were studied under shear deformation using the
Rheometrics System IV at high ten:q)erature. We were able to estimate the ten:q)erature
dependence of rheology from the activation energies determined for both syndiotactic
polypropylene and isotactic polypropylene. Also, the present study includes differential
scanning calorimetry thermograms of the homopolymers polymers and their blends. We
observed during this study that syndio-PP undergoes a kinetic recrystallization effect.
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Over the past thirty years interest in alternative energy sources has
increased greatly. Since its success with the Gemini space program, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has been involved in research
and development of materials and devices capable of providing efficient,
regenerative energy. Due to designs for unmanned space platforms and other
space operations, earth to space missions will become longer and more complex.
There will be a need for additional energy on extended missions. Along with
specifications and requirements for present day space missions, future NASA
space missions will require long life, high power, and light weight energy
conversion and storage systems. Research scientists at NASA and around the
world have focused their work on the development of efficient fiiel cells that
optimize the performance and increase the hfetime of electrochemical devices for
space apphcations. NASA scientists have been diligent in their efforts to study
and improve each component (both chemical and material) that comprises the
fuel cell system. Evaluation of current methodology in fuel cell catalysis has
shown that solid polymer membrane catalysts facilitate generation of energy and
are more cost effective than porous platinum electrodes. In the following we
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define and describe what a fuel cell is and how it operates, and we present
current developments in solid polymer electrolyte methodology as it relates to
fuel cell catalysis. In our review of the literature we have cited reports on the
preparation and function of solid polymer electrolytes in relation to state-of-the-
art fuel cell operations. The significance of the section on solid polymer
electrolyte developments is that membranes of these materials have been found to
perform better in terms of stability and turn over efficiency.
Developments in polymer membrane catalysis also include the use of inert
macromolecules that function as solid supports for catalytic reactions. These
polymeric membranes are functionalized polymers that have been chemically
modified with transition metal complexes known to facilitate catalytic reactions.
We finalize our review with the chemistry involved during the modification of
polystyrene, a polymer that has been widely used as a modified support
especially for coated electrode catalysis.
Fuel Cells
Fuel cells are energy conversion devices that are used primarily to convert
chemical potential energy directly into electricity. One of the systems being
studied presently is the regenerative hydrogen-bromine (H2\Br2) fiiel cell
system. 1 We present below a description of how the hydrogen-bromine fuel cell
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is assembled to include a solid polymer membrane catalyst (Scheme 1). In
general, the fuel cell assembly is comprised of a fuel source 1 (e.g., hydrogen),
two gas chambers, 2 and 3, two porous electrodes, 4 (anode) and 5 (cathode), the
gas oxidizer source 6 (e.g., bromine), and the solid polymer membrane which
separates the anode from the cathode 7. The reactant gases are fed through the
porous electrodes after being passed into the gas chambers. Once the gases are
brought into contact with the electrolyte, reactions take place that set up voltages
at the electrodes. When an external load is connected to the electrodes these
voltages drive the electrons through the load to perform usefiil work, converting
chemical potential energy into electricity.
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Fuel Cell-Solid Polymer Electrolyte Developments
Fuel cells use solid polymer electrolytes as catalyts during the production
of energy. The most common solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) is a Nafion® film
that contains a noble metal such as platinum embedded along the ion-pairing sites
of the resin. The Nafion base is a perfluoronated polyethylene resin. The resin
contains pendant sulfonate groups, and is a part of the fuel cell assembly. It is
usually in the perfluorosulfonic acid (H"*') form when added as a film to the
surface of the cathode. The pendant sulfonates are bound to the polymer
cadkbone via perflouro-oxyethyl linkages.
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Polytetraflouroethylene (PTFE) bound Nafion films have been used as
membrane coatings on the surface of electrodes to increase and stabilize the
activity of inorganic complexes during catalysis.^'l^ PTFE-Nafion films have
been impregnated with an electro-catalyst and have been shown to exhibit
efficient, long term energy generation. ^ Specifically, fuel cell grade Platinum-
black electro-catalyst was bound to the hydrogen side, and a Ruthenium electro¬
catalyst was bound on the bromine side, in the hydrogen-bromine fuel cell. This
energy generation process, which encompassed solid polymer electrolyte
methodology, was found to lead to an improvement in fuel cell efficiency. The
advantage is that the electrocatalyst is bonded directly tothe surface of the
membrane. Due to the steric constraints placed on the catalyst by the polymer
backbone, the solid support membrane is then capable of providing an efficient
cycle of catalytic activity. The SPE membrane allows gaseous fuels (e.g., H2,
O2, and Br2) to penetrate and disperse over the electrode. Once the fiiels reach
the electrode's surface they are catalyzed at the SPE to generate energy. Another
advantage of surface coated SPE-based electrolyzers is that more stability is more
stability is achieved. The increased stability is due to the immobility of the
catalyst, and an increased probability of effective collision(s) at the catalyst's
reactive site. It was observed that the gaseous fiiels were able to penetrate to the
electro-catalyst membrane, and yield a high conversion of chemical energy into
electricity.
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In 1989, Shukla et. al.^^ reported on the fabrication and efficiency of a
solid polymer electrolyte made from a gel-like, Nafion material. As expected,
catalysis using the solid electrolyte was successful and the membranes were
stable and efficient during the testing period.
In 1991, Hamnet et. al.^^ observed that the use of Ru02/Ir02 catalyst
added to Ebonex®-based substrates worked well as an SPE. The membrane was
found to be stable over a potential range of 1.2 V to 2.5 V (versus
Hg/Hg2SO4/1.0M H2SO4) when used as an anode in a fuel cell study. Ebonex
is a commercially available composite material of a formula approximating
Ti407, and is supplied by ICI. The addition ofNafion as a binder to the Ebonex-
based substrates resulted in an increased lifetime (activity, ti = 1.2) for the
catalyst. From a plot of potential versus current density, there was a steady
increase in activity exhibited by the catalyst as the potential was increased to
about 2.2 V, where activity then progressed into a plateau. A lifetime test on this
catalyst confirmed that loss of activity did not begin until a polarization of 2.4 V,
and slowly thereafter to 2.5 V after 100 h. However, the stability of the catalyst
diminished at current densities greater than 150 mA cm"2. After the platinum
was deposited, the membrane was immersed in sulfuric acid for at least 2 h. The
H^-form of the composite was then immersed in an aqueous lead nitrate solution,
and hydrazine was used as the reductant. From a plot of potential versus current
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density, a plateau was observed at a polarization of 2.0 V (versus Ag/AgCl).
When cinnamyl alcohol was added to the working electrode compartment,
ciimamaldehyde was produced with a high current efficiency, and at low current
density. A current efficiency as high as 65% was achieved at 1-2 mA cm"^.
In 1993, Yoshizawa et. al.l^ investigated the feasibility of using a solid
polymer electrolyte for a Kolbe type reactions by using a Nafion resin containing
platinum. The Kolbe reaction for the decarboxylation of acetic acid to produce
ethane and carbon dioxide, was found to proceed effectively
2 CH3COOH (1) ^ R-R(g) + 2CO2 (g) + 2Ft (g) + 2e' (1)
using the Pt-Nafion electrolyzer. During the experiment neat acetic acid was
added to the anode compartment, with the Pt-Nafion membrane, and 0.05 M
H2SO4 was added to the cathode compartment of the electrochemical cell. To
estimate the efficiency of the Kolbe reaction in acetic acid systems, the carbon
dioxide produced was quantitatively analyzed by titrimetric titration using a
barium hydroxide solution as the titrant. The efficiency reached a maximum at a
current density of 60 mA cm"^. These results showed that neat acetic acid could
be electrolyzed, though the cell voltage was fairly high, at the Pt-Nafion anode.
In the area of homogeneous catalysis molecular electrocatalysts has been
applied in various applications. The following section examines the research
7
investigations of polymer-bound transition metal catalysts (as molecular
catalysts) in solid support catalysis.
Polymer-Bound Transition Metal Complex Catalyst
Wilkinson's catalyst, (Ph3P)3RhCl, has been used as a homogeneous
catalyst in the reduction of alkenes.l^>l^ In solution, the species catalyzes the
hydrogenation of alkenes and other unsaturated molecules at 298 K and 1 bar.
However, catalyst recovery was difficult. Pittman et. al.l^ attached the











Attachment of the catalyst to the polymer support greatly decreased the loss of
catalyst. Catalysis for olefin reduction using Wilkinson's catalyst bound to a
polymer support was observed to be much more efficient than the monomer
catalytic process Murray^^ published a comprehensive review on electrocatalytic
reductions using molecular catalysts, including an extensive accoimt on the
mediation of electrocatalytic reactions occurring at the surface of polymer
modified electrodes. Using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy Murray et. al.^l
were able to examine the chemistry at the molecular level. For example, the
authors observed that a stannous oxide electrode, Sn02, could be silanized with
trimethoxy silyl amine, to give a surface with pendant amines. Pendant primary
amines on the sxuface could then be coupled in a variety of ways to give a tailor
made surface for other chemical modifications, including metal complex
attachments. Transition metal compounds prepared from ruthenium or rhodium
complexed with peripheral carboxylic acid groups were linked via reductive
amination to the silanized electrode surfaces, as shown in equation 3. Catalyst
recovery was high, and the catalytic process was efficient for the rhodimn and
ruthenium silyl anchored catalyst.
I OSi^^-^NH2 + tMC I OSi^-^NH-catalyst
Sn02 ^ * Sn02
I OSi^^NH2 ^ I oSi^^NH-catalyst
catalyst = transition metal complex (TMC)
(3)
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Kroll et. al.22 applied the polymer-metal attachment technique to
bis(cyclopentadienyl)titanium complexes. Titanocene and its hydrides are useful
catalysts for the hydrogenation of alkenes and molecular nitrogen. A major
problem with titanocenes is that they readily polymerize to give a catalytically
inactive material. The authors observed that the polymerization could be
prevented by the attachment of TiCp2Cl2, the titanocene precursor, to less than
ten percent of the aromatic rings in cross-linked (20%) polystyrene-
divinylbenzene copolymer as shown in equations 4-6. The hydrogenation
efficiency was greater than that observed for the analogous monomeric catalysis.
10
+ LiCl (7)
Abnma, Meyer, and Murray 23 have shown that the ruthenium complex (III)
below exhibits the same redox behavior after immobilization at a modified





Moutet and others24 prepared a polypyrrole film containingyac-Re(bpy)(CO)3Cl
(bpy = 2,2'-bipyridine). The film was coated onto a platinum electrode and used
to catalyze the reduction of CO2. Stability of the catalyst was enhanced when a
polymeric film was used. In addition, the turn over ratio, 236, was higher than
that exhibited by the monomer, 48, and the current efficiency for the process was
81%.
In a report by Cowie and Wadi^^ poly(methyl itaconates) and poly(heptyl
itaconates) were used as polymeric supports for cobalt and copper complex
catalysts in the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. The two polymers were
modified with ethylene diamine (en) and tetraethylene pentaamine (tetraen) as
side chain pendant groups. The metal was then added from aqueous cobalt
choloride or copper chloride or copper scloride to form the polymer-metal
complex. The polymer-metal complexes were observed to be active catalyst.
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however, the polymers appended with tetraethylene pentaamine side groups were
less efficient than polymers appended with ethylene diamine side groups. The
mol percentage of the monoester units for both side chain components was found
to be 13 mol%. The catalytic efficiency observed for the tetraethylene
pentaamine was due to its difference in size and bulkiness. A plausible
explanation for the more effective performance of the heptyl side chain polymer
appended with the tetraethylene pentaamine is that the sterics may cause
decomposition to occur more effectively because the molecules are held less
tightly.25,26 There was evidence of both cross-linking and ion clustering in
polymer-metal complexes for cobalt and copper that were prepared with the
tetraen ligand. The coordination ratio for tetraen to metal was greater than 1:1
for the cobalt and copper complexes, also. In addition, those polymers prepared
using poly(mono-n-heptyl-co-di-n-heptyl itaconate) were more effective in
decomposing H2O2 than its methyl counterpart. It seems that the steric
restrictions imposed by the large heptyl side chains on or around the active group
may have caused a weakly bonded polymer-complex, or cage effects were












































Poly(methyl itaconates) appended with cobalt catalyst.
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If cages were formed in the microenvironment then the heptyl chains could trap
the H2O2 molecules in the vicinity of the active catalyst. The effect of the
polymer-ligands themselves, without any metal present, on the decomposition of
H2O2 was investigated and it was observed that no reaction took place.
H+
PEI
In 1991, Suh, Cho, and Lee^^ prepared a polymer-metal complex by the
condensation of dicarbonyl compounds with polyethylenimine (PEI) in the
presence of Fe , Co , Zn ,andNi ions. Polymerization of the ethyleitimine
yields about 25% of the nitrogen atoms as primary amines, 50% as secondary
amines, and 25% are tertiary amines. Since the ethylamine group is the repeating
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unit of PEI, it is possible to prepare multiaza cyclic complexes with PEI. A
typical commercial PEI contains 1400 ethylamine moieties (mw = 60,000). The
tertiary nitrogen atoms are the branching points along the polymer skeleton.
Cations of Fe, Co, Zn, and Ni, were foimd to bind tightly to the polymer. These
macrocyclic metal complexes built on polyethylenimine were to be used as
synzymes (synthetic enzyme), to mimic the function of metalloenzymes for
biological systems. To function as effective artificial metalloenzymes, the
macrocycle-containing PEI's must be able to recognize the substrate and carry out
highly efficient catalytic conversions. Efficient metallosynzymes were obtained
by tailoring PEI with metal centers and a nearby amine was used as a nucleophile
proximal to the cationic, metal centers. The polymer-metal complexes were
found to bind 4-hydroxy-3-nitrobenzoic acid (HNB), 2-nitro-4-carboxyphenyl






In the case ofHNB, the affinity for zinc containing PEI toward binding HNB was
observed to be much greater than that ofPEI containing only tertiary amines.
H +
Holy and Shalvoy^^ prepared a polymer-boimd nickel(II) catalyst from
modified, cross-linked polystyrene and tested its catalytic efficiency in the
hydrogenation ofbulky olefins, and in the reduction of nitrobenzene. Anthranihc
acid was reacted with chloromethylated polystyrene (bead form) to yield the
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anchored, anthranilic acid polymer precursor. The modified polymer was then
treated with nickelous chloride hexahydrate to give a metal-polymer catalyst.
During the hydrogenation studies for various alkenes (e.g., 1-hexene,
cyclohexene, and isoprene) it was observed that the conversion efficiency was
highest for isoprene and lowest for 1,5-cyclooctadiene. A yield of 70% for
isopropane and less than 2% for cyclooctane was found. Most of the other
conversions exhibited greater than 40% yields. In terms of longevity of the
catalyst, it was observed that the nickel polymer catalyst had a shorter lifetime
than the phosphine supported catalyst reported by Pittman et. al. Also, catalyst
activity was approximately 10% of the original activity after 900 turnovers
during the hydrogenation of 1-hexene. Element^ analysis of the material
revealed that the nickel content had fallen by 36%, and the chlorine content was
down by 92%. A mechanistic study was not reported, therefore, it is not known
if the reduction in catalytic activity was caused by the loss of chloride or by the
loss of nickel. A loss of chloride could potentially hinder catalytic performance
by making conditions more favorable for bridge bonds which lead to cross links
or metal cluster formations.
18
+ HCl (9)
HCl + 6H2O (10)
When the polymer-metal complex was treated with excess sodium borohydride to
form the "reduced" catalyst it was observed that the reduced catalyst was more
active toward the hydrogenation of olefins. For example, 1,5-cyclooctadiene was
found to give a 56% yield of cyclooctane, and propene gave a 90% yield of
propane. Both experiments were run at 100 and 1000 psi for 15 h. When the
"reduced" nickel-polymer catalyst was used toward hydrogenation of
nitrobenzene a sticky amorphous solid was produced. Analysis of the amorphous
19
solid provided no indication that azo- or azoxybenzene had been produced and
less than 10% was analyzed to be aniline.
The activity of polymer-anchored vanadium catalysts for the oxidation of
cyclohexene was studied by Linden and Farona.29 Epoxidation of cyclohexene
in the presence of t-butyl hydroperoxide was found to be effective over several
runs using the polymer bound vanadium catalyst. Preparation of the polymer-
anchored vanadium catalyst was carried out by the following reaction sequence:
(1) reactions to attach the ligand (ethylene diamine) to a polymerizable monomer
(eqs. 10, 11), (2) suspension polymerization of the functionalized monomers to
beads of 20-100 mesh (eq. 12, 13), and (3) incorporation of vanadyl ion within
the polymer, by way of coordination to the ligand. It was observed that the
vanadyl-polymer catalyst was effective over several runs toward epoxidation of
cyclohexene (eq. 14). Yields of cyclohexene oxide slowly decreased over six
runs from 22.02% to 9.98%. Also, the percentage of vanadium on the beads
decreased by approximately 50% over six runs. The activity after six runs was


























The use of polymer supported anionic tri-osmium











Hydroformylation and isomerization of 1-hexene was observed to occur
simultaneously with both metal catalysts. In the case of iron the integrity of the
cluster was lost during a 48 h reaction period. Infrared analysis of the iron-
containing beads suggested the presence of [HFe(CO)4]", a decomposition
product. None of the initial cluster was recovered and metal leaching was




When the relationship between selectivity and polymer structure was investigated
for both the monomer and the supported species of [HOs3(CO)ii]-, higher
selectivity was observed for the polymer supported [HOs3(CO)ii]‘.
23
Sheinker et. al.32 developed a method of immobilizing nickel, cobalt, and








\.PTFE surface ^ML • niH2
-fCH2—CHCOO)
MCM = metal chelate monomer(s)
M =Ni(n), Co(n), or Ci(III)
L = 2,2'-dipyridyl (Dipy) or 1,10-Phenanthroline (Phe
P = average degree ofpolymerization ofgrafted chain
n = the number ofunreacted acrylate groups
Immobilization of the metal chelate monomers on the PTFE surface was achieved
by suspension grafting polymerization via prior irradiation of the PTFE. Spectral
and magnetic properties of the modified material were determined in order to
characterize the metal-polymer complex. Using the optical spectra of nickel(II),
cobalt(II), and chromium(in) aciylates^^ and their Dipy and/or Phen analogs,^^
the opticd data obtained from the PTFE bound metal chelate monomers (PTFE-
MCM) was compared for each metal complex. The immobilized complexes were
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brightly colored powders. Also, the close similarity of the infrared spectra and
the magnetic properties of the PTFE-MCM and individual MCM complexes
suggested that the ligand metal arrangements were very similar for both
monomeric and PTFE-MCM bound complexes. The metal center arrangement
correlated to octahedral geometry. Calculation of the splitting parameters for
each complex was carried out using ligand field theory.34,35,36,37 jhg
comparison of splitting parameters (Dq) forMCM and immobilized complexes of
nickel, cobalt, and chromium showed an increase in the nephelauxetic (cloud
expanding) parameter, p. In general, the increased P is expected because of an
increase in the effective positive charge on the metal atom in going from the
monomer to the immobilized complexes.Thus, the experimental data was
observed to be in good agreement with theoretical calculations. The catalytic
potential of these PTFE-MCM systems was not presented.
The oxidative coupling of 2,6-dimethylphenol by copper(II) complexes of
polystyrene-bound 4-(N,N-dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP) was studied by
Koning et. al.39 Oxidative coupling of 2,6-dimethylphenol by copper(II) DMAP
complexes is known to be effective and produces at least a 75% yield of
polyphenyleneoxide (PPO). 40 However, when the metal complex was appended
to modified polystyrene the yield was increased by 20%. The polymer based
catalyst exhibited high activity toward the formation of PPO, the major product.
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The copper(II) complexes of polystyrene-bound DMAP were prepared by radical
copolymerization of styrene and 4-(N-methyl-N-p-vinylbenzylaniino)pyridine
(X), followed by addition of copper chloride dihydrate in methanol. The
product, poly(styrene-co-4-(N-methyl-N-p-vinylbenzylamino)pyridine copper(ir),
was observed to catalyze the production of PPO. Also, it was observed that a
higher yield of PPO was recovered when a higher concentration of the cat^yst
was used in basic medium. In basic medium, hydroxides tend to reduce the
possibility of bridging chloride ligands between neighboring metal centers.














Anson et. al.^^ studied the electrochemical behavior of both block and
random copolymers made from the styrene and p-(diethylaminomethyl)styrene.
During the copolymerization of the block form, the ratio of the two comonomers
was varied to give a 30% to 80% protonatable amine groups. However, random
copolymerization was carried out such that the products yielded a 19% to 81%
amine group content based on nitrogen. Synthesis of (4-
vinylbenzyl)diethylamine (XI) was carried out using (4-chloromethyl)styrene as
the starting material. Anionic polymerization was used to form the block
copolymers (80-85% product yields), and free radical polymerization was used to
form the random copolymers (20-30% product yields). The polymers were
coated onto glassy carbon electrodes, and each coated electrode was dipped into
0.1 mM solution of [Fe(CN)6]'^". Cyclic voltammograms were measured
between -0.2V and 0.5V (vs. SCE). Comparison of the data showed that as the
amount of protonated amino groups in the block copolymer was increased (up to
50% nitrogen content) the electrochemical response was the same as for the
hexacyanoferrate(IIl) monomer. The block copolymer was more effective to ion
exchange between the protonated amine (H^-form) and the iron electrolyte. The
random copolymer response was observed to be very different than either the
monomer or the block copolymer within the amine group content (at less than
50% amination). At 80% and higher amination there was no significant
difference between block and random copolymer performance. In the case of the
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random copolymer there was no electrochemical response until a 36% aminated
copolymer was used. It was observed that the exchange rate was very slow, and
the overall response for the random copolymer was poor. Both types of polymer
yielded highly swollen, partially soluble, and unstable coatings when there was a
70% - 80% amine group content. The contrast in electrochemical behavior was
attributed to differences in the size of, and distance between hydrophilic domains









Modification ofPolystyrene as a Functionalized Support
Polystyrene is best known for functional group modification to facilitate
heterogeneous catalysis. It is a relatively inert matrix.43,44,45 1984, the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry was awarded to R. B. Merrifield46 for the solid phase
synthesis of the model tetrapeptide L-leucyl-L-alanylg[ycyl-L-valine. The
general synthesis is outlined below.
Scheme 2. Outline ofMerrifield's peptide synthesis.
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With successful use of modified polystyrene as a solid support catalyst,
Merrifield's method of preparing the polymer precursor by chloromethylation
became a popular route to functionalize linear polystyrene.47-57 Essentially, the
method used by Merrifield was developed by Pepper et. al.^l in 1953. Yields
from the Pepper method varied depending on reaction conditions.
Scheme 3. Chloromethylation of polystyrene.
Proposed mechanism.
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However, it was later discovered that chloromethyl methyl ether, one of the
reagents used to chloromethylate styrene, is carcinogenic. Thus, alternate
methods were developed. Hu and others^^ prepared chloromethylated
polystyrene using a chain-transfer comonomer, vinylben2yl chloride, to
copolymerize with styrene. Copolymerization for each experiment was carried
out at 110 OC using 0.0033% t-butyl perbenzoate as the free radical initiator. As
the percentage of vinylbenzyl chloride (VBC) was increased from 0.67 % to 6.7
% the number average molecular weight, M^, increased from 172,000 to
221,000. One modification of the Pepper method is to substitute formaldehyde
dimethyl acetal (CH3OCH2OCH3) and thionyl chloride (SOCI2) for the highly
carcinogenic chloromethyl methyl ether. ^7,59 jhe percentage of
chloromethylation from the modified procedure ranged from 19.15% to higher
depending on the reaction conditions. Also, there was an increase in cross-
linking of the polymer as the reaction time was increased. From this literature




General Laboratory Procedures and Equipment
CoCl2-6H20 (Fisher) and NiCl2-6H20 (Fisher) were dried in a vacuum
oven at 90 - 100 for at least 24 h prior to use. The perchlorate salts of both
cobalt and nickel were prepared from their chlorides using the method of
Selbin.60 (Caution: Care should always be taken when handling either dry
perchlorate solids or solutions in organic solvents. A very common source of
problems is associated with evaporating solutions of perchlorates with heat. A
fume hood with good laminar air flow and gas evacuation is recommended).
N,N'-dimethylformamide (Fisher) was distilled from calcium hydride prior to
use. Spectroquality grade N,N’-dimethylformaniide (Fisher) was used for
optical measurements without further purification. N,N'-dimethylacetamide
(Fisher) and Acetonitrile (99.9%, Aldrich) were used without further
purification. Acetone (Optima grade, Fisher) was used without further
purification. Styrene (Fisher) was treated with sodium hydroxide to remove the
inhibitor prior to use, and vinylbenzyl chloride (70% para/30% meta) was
donated by Dow chemical.
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Optical data was acquired using a Metrabyte DASG-16 data acquisition
and control board (Taunton, MA) interfaced to a Hyundai 286 personal
computer and connected to a Hitachi model 100-60 spectrophotometer. A
Beckman Zeromatic model IV was connected to a DASG-16 control board and
was used for potentiometric and pH measurements. DSC data was obtained
using a DuPont Mark IV Differential Scanning Calorimeter. TGA data was
obtained using a DuPont model 9900 with cooling accessory. Cyclic
voltammetric measurements were run using a BAS model CV-IB cyclic
voltammeter, also connected via aMetrabyte DASG-16 control board. IhNMR
spectra were recorded on a Bruker WM-250 NMR. Infrared spectra were
recorded on aNicolet model 5DXB infrared spectrometer.
Synthesis
5,7,7,12,14,14-hexamethyl-l,4,8,ll-tetraazacyclotetradeca-4,ll-dienedi-
perchlorate (Me6[14]4,ll-diene-N4-2HC104) (10): Compound 10 was
prepared by a modification of the method of Curtis. Ethylenediamine, 20.0 g
(0.333 mol), was added to 500 mL (395 g, 6.80 mol) of acetone in a 1000 mL
round bottom flask. The solution was placed in an ice bath and stirred while 33.4
mL of aqueous 70% perchloric acid was added slowly from a dropping funnel.
(Caution must be taken during the addition of the acid because perchlorate salts
are always considered to be potential hazards. A fume hood with safety shield is
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recommended during this lab preparation). After the addition, the solution was
stirred rapidly and allowed to cool to room temperature. The fine white
crystalline material was removed by filtration and washed thoroughly with
acetone. The filtrate was allowed to stir for 3 days and additional material was
recovered. The products were combined and dried in vacuum oven (overnight) at
50 OC over P2O5. The combined solids weighed 45.4 g (56% yield) based on
ethylenediamine.
5,7,7,12,14,14-hexamethy1-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane dihydrate (11):
Compound 11 was prepared by a modification of the method of Curtis.^^
Me6[14]4,ll-diene-N4-2HC104, 10, 45.4 g (0.0947 mol), was added to 900 mL
of methanol in a 2 L beaker. The solution was stirred while 14.3 g (0.379 mol)
of NaBH4 was added in consecutive small portions, in an ice water bath to
moderate the temperature. (The addition was conducted in a fiime hood to expel
the evolved hydrogen). NaOH, 900 mL of 1.25 M, was added and the solution
allowed to stir for 2-3 h at room temperature, during which time 11 precipitated.
The product was isolated by filtration and the filtrate was concentrated to one
half volume by distillation. The solution was cooled to room temperature and a
second crop of 11 was isolated by filtration. The filtrates, containing a mixture
of the meso and racemic isomers were combined, then dissolved in 300 mL of
hot methanol. The meso isomer was precipitated by the addition of 100 mL of
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water. The product was filtered, washed with cold water and dried overnight in
vacuo over P2O5 to give 4.9 g ofmeso-ll (17% yield). Melting point: 138 -
140 oc (lit 139-140
Copolymerization of Vinylbenzylchloride and Styrene: Vinylbenzylchloride
(10.83 g, 70.96 mmol), and styrene (27.18 g, 259.87 mmol) were weighed into a
clean, glass bottle (Qorpak ) containing 200 mL of deionized water, 20 mL of
aqueous 20% sodium lamyl sulfate, 10 mL of aqueous 5% sodium bicarbonate,
and 10 mL of aqueous 5% sodium persulfate. The reaction mixture was cooled
in an ice bath for 1 h and purged with purified nitrogen for 20 min. The bottle
was then placed in an automatic shaker at 30 and agitated at 17 rpm for 18 h.
After agitation, the bottle was cooled to room temperature in the shaker and
removed. The emulsion was placed in an ice bath for 30 min and the polymer
was precipitated with cold methyl alcohol. The sample was filtered and fireeze-
dried for 3 days. The sample was then placed in a vacuum oven at room
temperature for 2 days at 50 °C to give 17.7 g of chloromethylated polystyrene
(12A).
Characterization:
Melting point: higher than 300
^HNMR: 5 (intensity, multiplicity, assignment, integration), (CDCI3, TMS)
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7.05 (broad, aromatic, 2.7)
6.48 (broad, aromatic, 2.0)
4.7 (broad singlet, chloromethyl, 0.9)
1.74 (broad, methylene, 1.0)
1.41 (broad, methylene, 2.0)
Combustion analysis: C: 79.99%; H: 6.81%; Cl: 10.55%.
DSC: glass transition (Tg) 100.7 ^C
TGA: decomposition temperature (Tg) 400 ^C
Chloromethylation of polystyrene: Polystyrene, 15 g (M^ = 30,000,
Polysciences), was added to a 500 mL roimd bottom flask containing 100 mL of
freshly distilled CHCI3. The solution was warmed slowly from ambient
temperature (23-26 ^C) to 40 ^C in about 15-20 min. Once all of the polymer
had dissolved the solution was cooled to 0 using an ice bath, 2.25 mL (5.01 g,
9.222 mmol) of anhydrous SnCl4 and 20 mL (28.08 g, 0.35 mol) of chloromethyl
methyl ether were added (Caution: chloromethyl methyl ether is highly
carcinogenic). The mixture was stirred for 30 min during which the temperature
of the ice bath was not allowed to rise above 4 ^C. The product was then
precipitated in cold methanol. The product was dissolved in chloroform,
followed by reprecipitation from cold methanol. The product was collected by
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filtration and washed twice with 7% HCl and twice with water. The product was
air dried to give 10 g of chloromethylated polystyrene
Characterization:
Melting point: higher than 300 OC.
^HNMR: 5 (intensity, multiplicity, assignment, integration), (CDCI3, TMS)
7.04 (broad, aromatic, 2.8)
6.52 (broad, aromatic, 1.8)
4.78 (broad singlet, chloromethyl, 0.35)
1.82 (broad, methylene, 0.8)
1.40 (broad, methylene, 1.9)
Combustion analysis: C: 85.43%; H: 7.61%; Cl: 2.67%.
Titration analysis: Cl: 2.87%+/-0.13
Reaction of chloromethylated polystyrene, 12A with meso-itt, 11:
Method A
In a typical synthesis, 1.0 g of chloromethylated poly(styrene) 12A was
dissolved in 30 mL DMF. At the same time 3.0 g (10.64 mmol) of meso-XtX, 11,
was dissolved in 15-20 mL of DMF. Each solution was heated to reflux. The
polymer solution was allowed to cool to 90 ^C and a trace amoimt of Nal (less
than 2 mg) was added. The polymer solution was then added dropwise to the
meso-XQX solution over a 20 min period under nitrogen at 110 ^C. The solution
was heated for an additional 20-30 min at reflux. The solution was cooled to
room temperature and some of the solvent was removed by vacuum distillation.
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This solution was then hot filtered twice to remove impurities. The solution was
concentrated by distillation to a point where precipitate was observed in the hot
solution. The filtered solution was then poured into cold Me0H/H20 for
precipitation. The product was isolated by centrifuge at 10,000 rpm for 2 h at 50
®C. The product was then collected and dried in a dessicator overnight to give
1.5gofl3A.
Method B
In a typical experiment, 1.0 g of chloromethylated poly(styrene) 12 was
dissolved in 10 mL ofDMF/CH2CI2 (1:1). At the same time a three to four fold
excess amount ofmeso-tet was dissolved in DMF (not more than 10 mL). Both
solutions were heated to reflux. The temperature of the polymer solution was
allowed to reach 90 ^C. The polymer solution was then added to meso-tet
solution over a 10 min period under nitrogen, and with constant stirring. After
the solutions reached reflux temperature the reaction was continued for 20-30
min. At the end of reflux the solution was placed under vacuum distillation to
reduce the volume to just at the limit of saturation. This solution was then hot
filtered twice to remove impurities. Once a clear solution was obtained the
solution was poured into cold methanol/water for precipitation. The precipitate
was divided into six aliqouts and dried in a dessicator overnight.
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Metal-polymer complex 14:
Compound 14 was prepared by the addition of 0.0494 g (0.3 mmol)
anhydrous cobalt chloride to 20 mL ofDMF in a 50 mL roimd bottom flask. To
20 mL of DMF was added 1.0 g poly(styrene-co-N-methyltetstyrene), 13. The
polymer solution was heated slightly until the polymer dissolved. At that time
the metal chloride solution was added to the polymer solution. The solution was
allowed to stir overnight (about 12-14 h) at room temperature. The mixture was
added to a solution of cold methanol/water and precipitated. A pale orange
colored product was recovered.
A similar procedure was carried out for the nickel-polymer complex to
give a brown product. Upon isolation of the nickel-polymer product an
insoluble, granular material was recovered.
The recoveries on both products were low. That is, the cobalt polymer
yield was less than 5% and the nickel polymer yield was less than 2%, based on
the mass ofpolymer used.
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Electrochemistry of 14:
Compound 14 was dried for 6 h in a vacuum oven at 80 OC. An 11.0 mg
sample of the dry material was dissolved in 10 mL DMF (distilled). To a
voltammetric cell was added 10 mL of 0.3 mM tetraethyl ammonium perchlorate
(TEAP) and the solution of 14. The cell was purged with pre-purified nitrogen
for 20 min. The voltammetric scan rate was set at 200 mV/sec and the scan limit
ranged from -1.5V to 1.5V (versus SCE), using Pt wire as the working electrode.
Col(tet-a)Cl2lC104 (15):
Method A
A 120 mg sample of meso-itt (tet-a) was added to 20 mL of methyl
alcohol. The solution was stirred for at least 5 min before 100 mg (0.7874 mmol)
of C0CI2 was added. The solution was heated to reflux for 30 min. At the end
of the reflux time one to two drops of concentrated aqueous HCl were added.
Sodium perchlorate, 0.5 g, was added and the solution was allowed to stir for an
additional 15-20 min as a green precipitate formed. The solution was filtered,
and the filtrate rinsed with methyl alcohol, ether, and air dried to give 55 mg




Alternatively, the cobalt complex of me^o-tet was prepared in the
following manner. The metal complex of Co[(tet-a)(Cl)2]Cl was prepared by
adding 0.10019 g (0.82939 mmol) of CoCl2-6H20 to 10 mL of methanol. A
0.12017 g (0.31928 mmol) sample of meso-tQt was then added to the
CoCl2-6H20 solution. The solution turned blue, to purple/violet, then wine red.
After stirring for less than 30 min the solution turned blue-green. Upon adding
an excess of sodium perchlorate and cooling to room temperature a green
precipitate formed. The precipitate was filtered and rinsed with diethyl ether.
Compound 15 was recrystallized from methanol. The yield after recrystallization
was 12% based on meso-ioX.
Characterization:
Optical: A^max “ 474nm and 637nm .
Elemental analysis for Co(Ci6H36N4):
Calculated- %C: (37.40); %H: (7.20); %N: (10.90); %Co: (20.67)




Compound 16 was prepared by adding 77.8 mg of meso-tti to 20 mL
anhydrous ethyl alcohol in a 250 mL round bottom flask. A 100 mg (0.279 mmol)
portion of Co(C104)2-6H20 was added to 5 mL of anhydrous ethyl alcohol. The
perchlorate solution was bubbled with oxygen for 10 min. The cobalt perchlorate
solution was then added slowly to the ethanolic solution of the free amine, at
room temperature. The solution was then placed in a cold water bath for 10-15
min. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 5.0 with O.OOIN HCIO4 to give a
fine green precipitate. The filtrate was rinsed with cold, distilled water and air
dried. The product was recrystallized from distilled water to 32 mg (21% yield).
A solution study was conducted in which a buffered solution containing 5
mg of 16 was set at pH 5.0. The ionic strength of the solution was maintained
with O.OOIM HCIO4 as one drop of hydrogen peroxide was added to the solution.
Method B
Alternatively, a different procedure for preparing this metal complex was
to use the cobalt perchlorate as follows. A sample of the diaquo compound,
Co[(TET-A)(H20)2]^‘^, was prepared by adding 0.23369 g (0.63902 mmol) of
Co(C104)2-4H20 to 5 mL of ethanol. The sample was then heated mildly and
purged with oxygen for 20-30 min. An equimolar amount of the free amine.
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meso-iQt, was dissolved in ethanol and heated to about 40 ^c. The tet-a solution
was then cooled to 4 ^C. As the mejo-tet solution was added, the mixture turned
from pink to purple then dark green. The purple residue that remained within the
precipitate was removed by rinsing with ethanol, acetone (minimal), and ethyl
ether. The yield was 35% after recrystallization.
Characterization:
Optical: “ 464 nm and 585 nm.
Elemental analysis for Co(Ci6H3gN4)(Cl20io) :
Calculated- %C: (33.30); %H: (7.11); %N: (9.70); %Co: (10.20)
Observed- %C: (34.24); %H: (7.13); %N: (9.77); %Co: (9.38)
Co[(N,N’-dibeiizyl tet-a)Cl2]Ci y2CH2Cl2 (17):
Compound 17 was prepared by adding 1.39 g (4.73 mmoL) of meso-XQt
(m. p. 138-140 OQ to 5 mL dodecyl alcohol contained in a small vial. A 552 mg
(4.36 mmol) sample of benzyl chloride was added slowly to 10 mL ofDMA and
heated for 5-10 min in a 100 mL round bottom flask The meso-Xei solution was
added slowly to the benzyl chloride solution. The admixture was heated at reflux
temperature, with constant stirring, for 30 min. At the end of the heating period
the volume of the solution was boiled to about one half the original volimie. A
169 mg (1.33 mmol) portion of anhydrous C0CI2 was then added to the solution.
The new solution was then heated to approximately 90 ^C for another 30 min.
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At the end of the 30 min duration the solution was allowed to cool to room
temperature. A few drops of concentrated aqueous HCl were added as the lime
green precipitate formed in the reaction vessel. The filtrate was rinsed with N,N*
-dimethylacetamide, methyl alcohol, and methylene chloride. The recovery was
100 mg (13.4% yield) before recrystallization.
Characterization;
Optical: ^max “ 474 nm and 645 nm.
IhNMR: 5 (intensity, multiplicity, assignment) (DMSO-d5, TMS)
7.5 - 7.4 (sharp, doublet, aromatic)
2.9 (broad, singlet, methyl-[out ofplane])
2.7 (broad, singlet, methyl)2.5(broad, singlet, methyl-[in plane])
2.0 - 1.8 (sharp, multiplets, imine)
1.5 - 1.4 (sharp, triplet, methyl [equatorial])
1.2 (sharp, singlet, methyl [axial])
Elemental analysis for Co(C3oH5oN4Cl3) ‘/2CH2Cl2:
Calculated- %C: (52.28); %H; (7.17); %N: (8.30); %Co: (8.74);
%C1: (14.83)




Compound 18 was prepared by adding 77.8 mg (0.266 mmol) of meso-XQ\
to 20 mL of ethyl alcohol in a 250 mL round bottom flask. The solution was
stirred for at least five min before 100 mg (0.275 mol) ofNi(C104)2-6H20 was
added. The solution was heated to reflux for 30 min. At the end of the reflux
time the solution was allowed to cool to room temperature as a small amount of
sodium perchlorate, less than 0.5 g was added to the solution. After being
allowed to stir for an additional 15-20 min an orange precipitate formed. The
solution was filtered, and the filtrate was rinsed with ethyl alcohol, ether, and air
dried. The yield was 127 mg (90%) before recrystallization. After three
recrystallizations from ethyl alcohol the recovery was 90 mg (63% yield).
Characterization:
Optical: Xj^ax “ •
Elemental analysis for Ni(Ci6H36N4):
Calculated- %C: (34.94); %H: (7.05); %N: (10.20); %Ni: (10.68)
Found- %C: (34.88); %H: (7.01); %N: (10.52); %Ni: (10.82)
Ni[(N,N*-dibenzyl tet-a](€104)2. V2DMA (19):
A 1.39 g sample of meso-tet (m.p. 138-140 OQ was added to 5 mL
dodecyl alcohol. A 552 mg (4.36 mmol) sample of benzyl chloride was added to
10 mL of DMA and heated for 5-10 min. The meso-tQt solution was added to
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benzyl chloride solution, slowly. The admixture was heated to 140 and
stirred for 30 min. At the end of the heating period the volume of the solution
was boiled to about one half the original volume, and 1.25 g (3.43 mmol) of
Ni(C104)2-6H20 was then added to the solution. The new solution was then
heated to approximately 90 for another 30 min. At the end of the 30 min
duration the solution was allowed to cool to room temperature. A proportionate
amount of methylene chloride was added to the reaction vessel and a small
amount of sodium perchlorate. A dark orange precipitate formed at the bottom of
the reaction vessel. The filtrate was rinsed with N,N' -dimethylacetamide,




IhNMR: 5 (intensity, multiplicity, assignment) (DMSO-dg, TMS)
0.5 - 7.4 (sharp, doublet, aromatic)
2.1-2.5 (broad, multiplets, imine)
2.0 - 1.9 (broad, doublet, methyl [equatorial])
\.l -0.1 (broad, triplet, methyl [equatorial])
0.2 (broad, singlet, methylene-[in plane])
Elemental analysis forNi(C3oH5oN4)Cl2 V2(C3H7NO):
Calculated- %C: (50.05); %H: (7.15); %N: (8.20); %Ni: (7.65);
%C1: (9.23)




As discussed in Chapter 1 transition metal complexes appended to
polystyrene have been employed in various catalytic applications. Because Me^-
[14]aneN4 metal complexes are selective to electroreduction of 02,^^ and
reduction of alkyl halides,we have investigated the attachment ofmetal meso-tet
to polystyrene as a potential electrocatalyst.
Our primary method of characterization was to compare optical data
obtained from cobalt meso-tet analogs, cobalt N-benzylated derivatives, and the
cobalt-polymer complex, respectively. A similar comparison was outlined for
nickel containing compounds. Interpretations of the optical data were used to help
us extract information on bonding and structure of the compounds, including that
of the metal-polymer complexes.
We also included other characterization methods such as iHNMR, IR, and




Listed in Tables 1 and 2 are the optical and infrared spectral data for
dichloro-me5o-tetcobalt(III) chloride, diaquo-me5'o-tetcobalt(III) perchlorate, and
me5o-tetnickel(II) perchlorate). The optical spectral data presented in Table 1 and
presented as graphs in Figures 1, 2, 3 for Ni[(tet-a)](C104)2^ Co[(tet-a)Cl2]Cl, and
Co[(tet-a)(H20)2](C104)3, were found to be the same as those reported in the
literature. This data was needed for comparison to the N-benzylated metal
complexes to be prepared in the follow up synthesis sequence.
Before we present the optical results of the N-benzylated metd meso-tei
complexes we will discuss briefly, in a very simplified form, the fundamental
theories involved in the interpretation of the optical data. This is done to give a
qualitative presentation of the information which the coordination chemist may
obtain from electronic spectra. It should also make clear our reason for selecting
optical spectroscopy as the primary characterization method.
Principal method used for the interpretation of spectra
In theory, when transition metal chelate compounds are excited in the
region of light absorption associated primarily with the energy of absorption for d-
d electronic transitions characteristic absorption bands are observed. The energy
at which the electronic absorption bands occur is unique to a particular complex
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and is significantly influenced by the nature of the coordinated ligand. According
to ligand field theory,^6-70 the d-orbital energy level splitting of the transition
metal ion depends on the extent of covalent character shared between the metal ion
and the ligand, as well as the ionic character between the metal ion and ligand.
The overall energy contribution toward the orbital energy level diagram for a
coordination complex is quite dependant on the nature and geometrical
arrangement of the ligand to the metal. Crystal field theory is useful only in
predicting the d-orbital energy level splitting based on the geometry and valency of
the metal ion within an inorganic crystal field and does not account for the
overlap of the metal-ligand orbitals. In the case of metal N4- macrocycles the
electron-electron repulsion that occurs between the electrons that occupy the d-
orbitals of the metal and the non-bonded Pz orbitals of the donor atom(s) on the
ligand(s) create an electrostatic repulsive energy. This ener©^ of repulsion
contributes to the total d-orbital energy level of the coordination system and is
reflected in the ligand field stabilization ener^ of the compound.
Busch et. have been able to assign the ligand field transitions
originating from the d-orbitals of Nickel(II)-me50-tet, including other N4-
macrocycle compounds, and the ligand field energy parameter, Dq, was
determined. A field analysis was formulated for these complexes, and the energy
parameter, Dq, was determined for those complexes that were high spin ( i.e., the
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valence electrons that occupy both the low energy and high energy d-orbitals of
the metal) or low spin (i.e., the valence electrons that occupy the low energy d-
orbitals of the metal even if the electrons have to be paired), depending on the
axial ligands attached. The calculated values of Dq for the complexes were then
correlated to experimental observations. Using the correlations of theory to
experimental findings information about the bonding and geometry of a munber of
nickel(II) - macrocyclic tetraaza complexes was provided. The preponderance of
complexes formed with these ligands were square planar, triplet ground state
species.
For nickel(II) complexes with a strong, in-plane field only the splitting of
the lowest-energy ^T^2g ^ ^^2g (C>h symmetry point group) transition is
observed. One broad absorption band that occurs in the visible region between
400 nm and 600 nm is observed; attributed to the ^ ^^2g transition energy.
However, in the case of in-plane, strong field, high spin complexes with no axial
donors, that undergo lowering of symmetry (to D4h symmetry) due to tetragonal
distortion, such nickel(II) complexes have been characterized by exhibiting an
absorption band at approximately 450 nm; attributed to ^T^g <- ^A2g transition.
Wentworth and Piper^S have completed a similar study on cobalt(III)-N4-
macrocycles. Based on the nature of the axial ligand(s) and their influence on
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field strength a complete field analysis must be evaluated for cobalt(III)-N4
complexes just as in the case of nickel(II)-N4 complexes. Wentworth and Piper
have formulated a field analysis, including a determination of the Dq parameters,
for a number of cobalt(III) tetraazamacrocylic complexes. It was observed that cis
and trans N4-macrocyclic complexes of cobalt(III) exhibit a pronounced splitting
of the ground state ^Tjg ^ into two components (^Eg <- ^Ajg and ^A2g
^ ^Aig) that give rise to multiple absorption bands. A correlation of the energy
level splitting as a result of their theoretical (ligand field) basis set to experimental
observations was completed by Wentworth and Piper. We used the ligand field
treatments of Busch^^ and Wentworth and Piper^^ (and the references therein) to
aid om discussion of the experimental observations on both the nickel(II)-N4-
complexes and cobalt(III)-N4-complexes prepared during this study.
Table 1 Optical Absorption data
Compound A,(s)/nm^ X,(s)/nmb
Co[(tet-a)Cl2]^"*' 474(36) 637(38) 474(38) 635(39)
Co[(tet-a)(H20)2]3+ 465(sh) 585(33) 470(sh) 585(35)
Nif(tet-a)l2+ 460(77) 460(78 )
Determined in spectroquality N,N'-Dimethylformamide.
Literature reported values. 74,76,77
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Cor(tet-a)Cb1C104
It was observed that meso-tet compounds exhibit a strong ligand field on
the d-orbitals of cobalt(III). When complexed with meso-tet, a six coordinate
complex was formed with cobalt(III) as the central atom and chloride as the axial
ligand(s). Low intensity (s < 100) d-d transitions were observed for the dichloro-
meso-tet cobalt(III) complex. The absorbance bands were correlated to the d-d
orbital transitions as follows: 474 nm to ( ^ ^^Ig )’
<-^^lg)- The molar absorptivity, 8, was determined to be 36 +/-2.1 L mol’^ cm'^












Both the diaquo-mejo-tetcobalt(III) and the dichloro-me^o-tet cobalt(III)
salts were green. The product of the cobalt chloride hexahydrate reaction was
lime green, and the product of the cobalt perchlorate hexahydrate reaction was a
shade darker. When the absorbance spectrum of Co[(tet-a)(H20)2]^‘'' was
measured in 0.001 M HCIO4 solution an absorbance maximum appeared at 585
nm. There was also a shoulder peak observed at 465 nm. The shoulder peak
could not be resolved because that energy of transition converges and overlaps
with that of the ligand to metal. When the same complex was dissolved in
spectroquality DMF, the purple/violet solution exhibited a similar absorbance
pattern. But, when one drop of 30% H2O2 was added to the solution the optical
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spectrum changed. The shorter wavelength band observed previously at 465 nm
shifted hypsochromically toward the LMCT region. Also, there was an immediate
color change of the solution to reddish/yellow. It was not clear if the metal's
oxidation state changed during the addition of the hydrogen peroxide, or if there
was a change in the chemistry of the ligands. A change in oxidation state was
unlikely because the reaction conditions were set to favor the +3 oxidation state.
We, therefore, prepared a buffered solution of the complex at pH 5.0. The ionic
strength of solution was maintained at O.OOIM HCIO4. According to Liteplo and
Endicott^^, pKi= 2.70 and pK2 = 6.8 for Co(tet-a)(H20)2^'''. The reddish/yellow
solution exhibited a broad absorbance band at 532 nm. As the pH was increased
the band shifted to approximately 511 nm. Our findings were consistent with that
of deprotonation to favor formation of the dihydroxy species. We observed that
the solvent, DMF, does not affect the composition of the complex. That is, the
solvent was essentially non-coordinating. Upon the addition of hydrogen peroxide
the complex loses a proton to form the loosely bound water molecule, or a









In the case of the tet-a mckel(II) perchlorate salt we observed that both the
cis and the trans (me5o-tet)nickel(II) compounds absorb at the same wavelength
(«460nm), corresponding to ^Tig<- ^A2g transition. Nickel(II) was found to
form a four coordinate, square planar complex with tet (a or b). As reported by
Olson and Vasilevslds^^’ the [cis(tet-b)Ni]2+ has a molar absorptivity of 73 L
mol'^ cm'\ and [trans-(tet-a)Ni]2+ has a molar absorptivity of 66 L mol'^ cm‘\
The same complex, [trans-(tet-a)Ni]2+, has been noted by Curtis^* to have a
molar absorptivity of 79 L moT* cm’\ Our results indicate that [trans-(me5o-
tet)Ni2+] perchlorate, when dissolved in a weakly coordinating solvent (e.g.,
DMF or DMA), exhibits absorption properties that correlate closely to the results
reported by Curtis. We also observed [trans-(me50-tet)Ni2''‘] perchlorate to be
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orange in color, to exhibit a broad absorbance band around 460 nm, and to have a
molar absorptivity of 77 +/- 1.5 L mol’^ cm'V Again, this data was found to
correlate closely with published results for [trans-(me50-tet)Ni2+]
perchlorate.^4,77
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Figure 1. Optical Spectrum (Absorbance versus
Wavelength) ofNi[(tet-a)] in DMF.
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Figure 2. Optical Spectrum (Absorbance versus
Wavelength) of Co[(tet-a)Cl 2]* in DMF.
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Figxire 3. Optical Spectrum (Absorbance
versus Wavelength) of Co[(tetTa)(H70)2]^’^
in0.001NHC104.





The optical data for the Co[(N,N'-dibeiizyltet-a)Cl2]Cl (17) compound
dissolved in DMA is presented in Figure 4. Comparison of the spectrum in Figure
4 to Figure 2 (that of dichloro-me50-tetcobalt(III) chloride) shows that there was a
2 nm (blue) shift of the absorbance band (^A2g ^-^Ajg) to 474 nm. A (red) shift
of +10 nm was observed for the second absorbance band (^Eg <- ^Ajg) to
647 nm.
An absorption band occurred at 474 nm and the molar absorptivity was determined
to be 38 +/- 2.2 L moF^ cm *. Also, there was another absorption band observed at
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647 rnn, with a molar absorptivity of 36 +/-2.0 L mol’^ cm'\ The proton nmr
spectrum of this compound was taken in DMSO-d^ (TMS as the internal standard,
see appendix). We observed a doublet in the aromatic region (7.4-7.5 ppm). This
was indicative that benzyl group(s) were present. The methylene protons of the
benzyl functional group were expected to be observed downfield due to
deshielding. A singlet peak observed at 2.7 ppm is attributed to these protons.
The two singlets that appeared as satellites at 2.9 ppm and 2.5 ppm are probably
due to the coupling of cobalt (nuclear spin, 1=7/2) to these protons via nitrogen,^^
or they could be a result of coupling due to the N-alkylation occuring above the
cyclic plane at N(8). N-alkylation could also occur above the plane at N(l).
Broadening of the peaks is a familiar occurrence that can be due to metal to proton
coupling in metal complexes, especially those possessing one or more unpaired
electrons. The geminal dimethyl singlet peaks were split due to either proton-
proton coupling or proton-metal coupling, also evidenced by band broadening. X-
ray analysis and electron spin resonance are techniques that would give the needed
information on the crystal structure of the compound and magnetism.
Ni 1(N.N'-dibenzvltet-a)1f0104)9
The optical spectrum for the Ni[(N,N'-dibenzyltet-a)](004)2 (1^) complex
dissolved in DMA is presented in Figure 5. A plot of absorbance versus
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wavelength showed that a broad band occurred around 475 nm. The molar
absorptivity was experimentally determined to be 103 +/-2.0 L mol'^ cm'V
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The proton nmr spectrum was run using DMSO-d^ and TMS as the internal
standard (see Appendix). The proton signals that were expected to occur in the
aromatic region (7.5-7.4 ppm) were present, and were split into a doublet to show
the monosubstitution of the aromatic ring. We found it difficult to assign the other
peaks because of peak broadening throughout the upfield region. In the region
fi'om 1.2 ppm to 0.7 ppm there were three broad singlets. The three singlets are
attributed to the interaction of the geminal methyl protons with that of the metal,
or possibly proton-proton coupling with the benzylic group. Our model is based
on the hypothesis that if the four nitrogen atoms of the macrocycle are set in a
planar configuration, then the bond between the benzylic carbon atom and one of
the nitrogen atoms would place the equatorial protons of the N-methyl group in
close proximity to the benzyl protons. This conformation would cause the
benzene ring to twist out of the plane. As noted by Balakrishnan and others^^ the
gem dimethyl groups of meso-tet hinder alkylation of the adjacent secondary
amine groups, leading directly to N(l) and N(8) substitution. Barefield et. al.^®
have prepared N-methylated meso-XQi with substitutions occurring at N(l), N(4),
N(8), and N(ll). It was observed that the structure of the compound placed the
methyl groups at N(l) and N(ll) above the cyclic plane. The methyl groups at
N(4) and N(8) were below the plane. A cyclic, metal N4-compound with such
steric constraints exhibits extreme inertness to dissociation due to resistance
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toward folding along a N-Ni-N direction, which is required as a preliminary step
to dissociation. This conformation also makes these compounds robust and
favorable catalysts. Thus, upon ben2ylation via covalent attachment to
polystyrene a favorable structure should be formed for both nickel and cobalt
meso-X&X compounds.
In similar results reported by F. Urbach^l the characteristic band for square
planar Ni[(trans N-Me6[14]aneN4)]perchlorate occurs at a significantly lower
energy (higher wavelength) than for the secondary amine donors. The change in
band maximum position was approximately 1 kK decrease in energy for each
methyl addition.
H
Using the model (XTV) above and the observation that there was a shift in the
absorbance band (^Tig ^A^g) to 475 nm, from 460 nm, we propose that our
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observed optical data is due to a decrease in the ligand field strength of meso-tet.
The decrease also lowers the stabilization energy (LFSE) of the cyclic complex.
The decrease in LFSE raises the energy level for Dqxy of the metal. A study on
the effect of ring strain toward the value of Dqxy and DqZ for Ni2+ and Co^"*"
showed that structure and configuration of the macrocyclic ligand does affect the
stability and energy of the complex. It was observed by Busch^^ that the higher
the strain energy of the macrocytic ligand the less stable the complex.
Effect of adding benzyl functionality to tet
Structural features similar to those of poly(styrene-co-N-methyltetstyrene)
were modeled by N-benzylation of meso-tet. The design of the chemical model
was to add the benzyl group to the tet monomer to give the new and structurally
significant macrocyclic complex. There was no prior reference found in the
literature on this compound. The results of our optical data show that the addition
of the asymmetric benzyl group to the metal-tet complex(es) does shift the
absorbance in the d-d transition regions observed for nickel and cobalt. The
optical spectrum ofbenzyl tetra-amine nickel(n) perchlorate complex was found to
give a broad absorbance band at 475 nm. The shift in the transition region (+18
nm), as compared to the Ni(tetra-amine) perchlorate, was attributed to the change
6S
in structure brought about by the benzyl functional group. In order for the nickel
trans tetra-amine complex to retain planar geometry about the four nitrogen atoms
there would need to be a conformational adjustment of the ring at the benzyl
carbon atom. The strain imposed by the addition of the bulky, benzyl group would
have to be minimized by the free rotation about the benzylic carbon atom (-CH2-
C6H5 -) so as to flip the phenyl ring out of plane of the macrocyclic ring system.
A “ball and stick” model of the structure described shows that the benzylic
hydrogen atoms must bisect the equatorial methyl group of the neighboring carbon
atom on meso-tet.
However, our experimental results from proton magnetic resonance was
equivocal in the upfield region due mainly to peak broadening. Thus, an analysis
of both the cobalt and nickel forms of N-benzylated complexes was based
primarily on infrared, optical, and elemental techniques. As shown in Table 2, the
infrared spectral data of each metal N-benzylated complex exhibited a broad peak
around 1100 cm'\ typical of perchlorate salts. Also, there were vibrational bands
in the region 2700 - 2990 cm (see Appendix). N-methyl amines are typically
identified by the N-CH3 stretch at 2760 to 2920 cm ^ When compared to
compounds of similm- functionality, e.g., N,N -dimethylbenzylamine, the metal N-
benzylated compounds exhibit a peak pattern within the same vibrational energy
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region. In addition, our results from combustion analysis showed a higher carbon
content for both N-ben2ylated compounds.
Effect of solvent on spectra ofmetal N.N'-dibenzvl-me^o-tet complexes
From Figure 5 the molar absorptivity was found to be 103 L mol’^ cm’^ for
Ni[(N,N’-dibenzyl-me5o-tet)]2+. DMF was the solvent used for all optical runs
and the average molar absorptivity was calculated based on the mass and total
volume of each trial. We compared the optical spectra for Ni[(N,N’-diben2yl-
me50-tet)]2+ in four solvents; DMF, CH3CN, H2O, and CH3OH. The position of
the absorbance peak did not move significantly on changing solvent. But the
absorption maximum was different in each solvent (see Figure 6). The complex
exhibited a lower absorbance and lower solubility in H2O and CH3OH. However,
the absorbance was higher in DMF and CH3CN. In Figure 6, the absorbance
spectra of Ni[N,N’-dibenzyl-wejo-tet]2+ is compared in DMF, a polar, weakly
coordinating solvent, and CH3CN, also a weakly coordinating solvent. The
absorptivity for this compoimd was observed to be higher than that reported for
Ni[trans meso-tet](C104)2- Again, we attribute the increased molar absorbance to
the structural change brought about by the benzyl fimctional group(s).
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The optical spectrum of the Co[(N,N’-diben2yl-me50-tet)Cl2]Cl was found
to exhibit an absorbance trace similar to that of the Co[(me5o-tet)Cl2]Cl
compound. However, there was an increase in the peak maxima (see Figure 7).
The molar absorptivities (recorded in DMF) were found to be ^475 ^^ = 36 +l-\.6
L moT^ cm‘^ and ^547 nm = 38 +/-1.3 L mol'^ cm'\ respectively. The interaction
of the solvent with the molecule is believed to be significant. The compound was
found to dissolve in CH3OH, CH3CN, and DMA, polar, weakly coordinating
solvents. From spectra presented in Figure 7 we observed that there was a
decrease in the absorbance spectrum when the sample was dissolved in methanol.
Sample mass was 1.26 mg for each 5 mL of solvent. We observed that when the
compound was dissolved in acetonitrile a slightly lower absorbance occurred than
in DMA.
Figure 6. Optical spectrum (aluorbitiice versuswavdengdi)
ofNilCdibenzyl-Awr^-tet)]^ taken in
DMF, CKjCN (AcCNX CH,OH (MeOHX and H^O.
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Figure 7. Optical Spectra (Absorbance versus
Wavelength) ofCo[(N,N -dibenzyltet-a)Cl2]^ taken in
CH3CN (AcCN), DMA, and CH3OH (MeOH).
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Infrared Spectroscopy
The infrared spectral data of the metal compounds derived from the N-
benzyl tet-a moiety are provided below in Table 2.
Table 2 Infrared Spectral data(v/cm‘l)*
Compound -(N-H)- -(CIO4)- -(benzyl)- -(H2O)-


















*Infrared spectra measured in KBr with a Nicolet model 5DXB FT-IR
Spectrometer.
Polymer synthesis
The polymer of interest, chloromethylated polystyrene, was prepared by
two different methods. Our approach was to develop a method(s) to prepare
linear, uncross-linked material. Copolymeiization of chloromethyl styrene and
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styrene using emulsion, free radical polymerization yielded chloromethylated
copolymer. The copolymer was characterized using elemental analysis, DSC,
optical, and proton nmr spectroscopy. The other method was to convert a
commercial polystyrene, = 30,000, to the chloromethylated form by a
modification of that used by Pepper.
Figure 8 shows the DSC trace of the product recovered from the emulsion
procedure. The glass transition temperature, Tg, of the copolymer was observed to
occur at 100.7 OC. A comparison of its Tg to the accepted range for polystyrene
(89 oc to 110 oc) was done and the result was observed to be within an
experimentally accepted range.^^ In addition, a TGA trace of the same product
exhibited an inflection point at 400 ^C indicating the decomposition of the
polymer and the proton nmr spectrum of the copolymer was the same as that




Figure 8. DSC trace ofchloromethylated polystyrene.
We found the product from the coDvcrsion ui' coimiierciaJ polystyteoe to
the chloranethyliited foim to oontain a 2.67% Cl content based on elemeoUl
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We found the product from the conversion of commercial polystyrene to the
chloromethylated form to contain a 2.67% Cl content based on elemental analysis,
that is, a 11.49% chloromethyl conversion. Potentiometric titration of this
modified polymer yielded a conversion of 12.7% +/-0.35. Our titration analysis
was within 1.2% error in reference to combustion analysis.
Combustion analysis of the copolymer product was found to contain
10.55% Cl, or 45.43% chloromethyl copolymer. Proton integration of the
copolymer product was observed to give a proton ratio (2:9) that corresponds to
46.9% chloromethylation. The error analysis is about 1.5% in reference to
combustion data.
Upon conversion to poly(styrene-co-N-benzyltet-co-chloro-methylstyrene
we found that the copolymer prepared from emulsion procedure contained 1.54%
N, or a conversion to N-ben2yl-mej'o-tet of 11.00%, only. However, the nitrogen
content determined from modified commercial polystyrene was found to be
7.41%, or 52.93% N-benzyl-me^o-tet conversion. Our calculation was based on
the model of compound (13).
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Metal-polymer complex
We were able to prepare a cobalt containing polymer from (13). Based on
elemental analysis of the metal-polymer complex we found that there was a 40.2
% incorporation of cobalt. Further characterization of the metal-polymer complex
was done by DSC and optical spectroscopy, Figures 9 and 10, respectively. From
a DSC thermogram of the metal-polymer complex an exotherm was observed at
152.67 ®C. Compared to the DSC trace of meso-teX we observed that the metal-
polymer exotherm was more narrow and occurred at a higher temperature than the
melt temperature ofmeso-iti. An increase in crystallinity results in an increase in
the melt temperature of polymers. From our DSC observations we concluded that
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the exotherm exhibited by the cobalt-polymer complex resulted from the
crystallization ofmetal-tet clusters formed along the polymer backbone.
Due to a shoulder peak pattern exhibited by the cobalt-polymer complex
we could not determine the absorptivity, e, from optical data. However, we were
able to observe an absorbance band (exhibited as a shoulder peak) in the d-d
transition region. A low absorption was observed in the 440 - 480 nm region, and
is typically exhibited by transition metal complexes formed from hard ligands, like
amines, to cobalt(III).^4 ^§0 present were peaks in the 600 - 680 nm region,
attributed to CoC^. The unreacted CoCl4‘ was soluble in DMF and thus was
removed from the polymer complex during recrystallization. Our electrochemical
experiment on this product showed that the metal-polymer complex does exhibit
redox behavior (see Figure 11). We observed both a forward peak, Ep = 0.97V,
and a reverse peak, Ep = 0.36V.
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The separation between the two peaks was greater than 60 mV, which indicated
that the redox process was irreversible. However, our voltammetric analysis was
not done as a detailed study. We expect there will be a continuation of the
electrochemical study by others.^^
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Our experimental results showed that a solid polymer ionomer can be
prepared from conversion of chloromethylated polystyrene to a transition metal-
poly(styrene-co-N-benzyltet-co-chloromethylstyrene) complex. Due to the
molecular associations that occur among polymer agglomerates as well as met^
cluster formations among proximal ionic centers we found it difficult to complete
a quantitative study on the metal - polymer complex, using optical spectro¬
scopy. We, therefore, used information from DSC, combustion, and ^HNMR
techniques to complete our characterization.
We were successful in characterizing the metal benzyl-me^o-tet
compounds using optical spectroscopy. Based on the similar characteristics of
cobalt(III) and/or nickel(II) meso-Xei complexes to the cobalt(III) and/or nickel(II)
benzyl-me50-tet analogues, we were able to extract information on bonding and
structure usingUV-visible spectroscopy.
A major problem with the use of solid polymer ionomers as practical fuel
cell catalysts has been catalysts turnover ratio and the fabrication of a robust
transition metal - polymer comples. It appears that a cobalt or nickel containing
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poly(styrene-co-N-benzyltet-co-chloromethylstyrene) complex has potential
catalytic application. However, the exterimental results presented herein should
be added to a thorough electrochemical study using the monomer analogues and




There are many uses of polymeric materials in the day-to-day activities of
our industrial community. Most polypropylene plastics are used in packaging
and puncture resistant applications. Thus materials having properties
relevant to impact resistance are being developed in polymer laboratories aroimd
the world. In view of this trend, it is of interest to find other ways to use those
materials that have been developed for other primary applications. As a cost-
effective measure, polymer blends have been developed to satisfy critical
performance requirements. That is, some performance criteria catmot be met by
a homopolymer alone, but require combination with the properties exhibited by
another material. Therefore, the need for new blends that exhibit a particular
OQ
performance are a continous effort of chemical and engineering development.
One plausible avenue for other formulations in the use of polypropylene is that
blends ofpolypropylene may be of commercial viability and economic advantage
ifhigh impact resistant materials can be made. The starting materials, olefins and
polyolefins, are produced in millions of tons per year around the world.
Rheological and mechanical properties of low density polypropylene blended to
other olefin based monomers is of fimdamental interest to the plastics
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, 89-92market.
Polyolefins, for example, polyethylenes, became of significant commercial
importance right after World War 11. During World War n polyethylene was
used as an under-water cable, and as a insulating material for radar cable.
Today, polyethylene has the highest production volume for plastics in the world,
and it was the first plastic in the United States to sell more than a billion pounds
per year. The low-density form of polyethylene has been cast as films for
packaging, trash bags, garment bags, containers, cooking utensils, toys, etc.
Low-density polyethylenes were the first members of the polyethylene family to
be developed. ’ These plastics are flexible, with high impact strength and
relatively low heat resistance (75 oc to 115 OQ. In general, polyethylenes are
characterized by toughness, near-zero moisture absorption, superb insulating
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properties, low coefficient of friction, and ease of processing. This material is
adaptable to most thermoplastic processing techniques. Polyethylene can be
extruded into film, sheet, and pipe as well as be injection molded, blow molded,
and rotation molded for other applications.
Similarly, polypropylene is of major significance as a cost-effective
commodity in the plastics industry. Typical applications of polypropylene
include automobile and appliance parts, rope, cordage, webbing, carpeting, and
film.^^’^^ However, the poor impact strength, toughness, and flexibility of
polypropylene at low temperatures has been a deficiency for low temperature
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applications. Hence, an investigation of the rheology and thermal analysis of
isotactic and syndiotactic polypropylene, and the blends of these materials could
lead toward the development of low moduli, high impact strength commercial
products.Also, the toughness and flexibility of polypropylene can be
improved by incorporating rubber as a comonomer in blending. Therefore, the
addition of olefins like propene and/or butene, to the polypropylenes should be
included as an alternative approach to preparing a flexible, high impact stength
material.
Low Density Flexible Resins
Flexible resins are a new family of polyolefins that exhibit a good balance
of overall toughness, tensile strength, and low temperature properties. Flexible
polyolefins (e.g., ultra low-density polyethylenes) are used in combination with
102,103
propene, 1-butene, and higher alpha-olefins to produce low density resins.
Union Carbide Chemicals and Plastics Technology Company employs a gas
phase process to produce very low density resins (less than 0.915 g/cc) called
Flexomer™ resins. Shown below are representations for high density
polypropylene (HDPE), low density polypropylene (LDPE), and flexible
polypropylene resins, respectively. HDPE contains little to no comonomer. On
the other hand, LDPE contains a higher comonomer content.
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Figure 12. Representation ofpolymer arrangement for high density
polyethylene.
LDPE




Figure 14. Representation of polymer arrangement for flexible resin.
The flexible resins contain various alfa olefins as comonomers. These low
modulus polyolefins yield properties similar to blends of polyethylene-ethylene
propylene rubbers. Typically, homopolymers ofpolyethylene and polypropylene
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exhibit a high shffiiess, the tensile modulus is greater than 100 psi/1000 for
both homopolymers. The tensile modulus for linear low density polyethylene
(LLDPE) is measured to be between 40-50 psi/1000. The tensile modulus of
Flexomer™ polyolefins is reported to be 8-10 psi/1000. Ultra low density
polyethylenes (ULDPE) exhibits both low crystallinity and low glass transition
temperatures. Low temperature applications for ULDPE's is enhanced if one
could add flexibility to its properties.
In comparison to the tensile modulus of ULDPE the tensile modulus of
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random copolymers of polypropylene is about the same. Stehling et. al. have
reported on the structure and properties of rubber-modified polypropylene impact
blends. It was observed that poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (PEP) rubber was an
excellent impact modifier for polypropylene. It was from this work that our
interest in flexible blends was developed. We hypothesize that a similar
flexibility or loss of stiffness should be found for blends of isotactic
polypropylene and/or syndiotactic polypropylene with Tafiners®, unsaturated
propylene comonomer copolymerized with low density polyethylene. Young
Keon Lee and others have reported that two types of ultra low density
polyethylene (ULDPE) of different melt viscosities were blended with
polypropylene. The blends were made using a twin screw extruder. The impact
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strength of polypropylene was significantly improved with the addition of ultra
low density polyethylene.
Rheological Properties ofCopolymer Blends
Polymers in the solid state that exhibit no tendency toward crystallinity
are considered to exist in the amorphous state. The structure of the polymer is
the reason a polymer exists as amorphous or crystalline. Because the structure of
the polymer determines the crystallinity, some polymers are considered as semi¬
crystalline because the molecular structure exists in sparse, physically entangled
networks at various regions along the polymer strand. The amorphous state of a
polymer is characterisitic of the molecular motion restricted by very short-range
vibrations and rotations.
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Figure 15. Representation of amorphous polymer.
This region can best be described as resembling a bov\i of spaghetti. The molten
state is characteristic of considerable motion about the chemical bonds when an
amorphous polymer reaches a certain degree of rotational freedom. A polymer
can be deformed and/or processed mechanically in the molten state. If there is
enough rotational, vibrational, and translational freedom of the polymer the
molecules begin to move past one another. The science of deformation and flow
is called rheology, and is very important to industrial applications of polymeric
materials. Because the rheology of polymer melts depends strongly on
temperature a framework for handling the temperature dependence of the
rheological data was developed. The purpose of this study was to compare the
rheological properties of both syndiotactic and isotactic polypropylenes as well
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as the blends of these materials. Important to industrial application of plastics is
the cost-effective development of commodity polymers for recycling and new
application.Because syndiotactic polypropylene exhibits a brittleness at
high temperature a composite or blend of syndiotactic polypropylene with
isotactic polypropylene, which is not brittle in the same temperature window,
could potentially produce a compatible material. A lower process temperature
could be used for processing the blend.
Temperature Dependence ofRheology for Polyolefins
A review of the literature shows that the thermorheology of polyolefin
melts has been studied. ’ Polyolefin temperature dependence has been
treated in terms of linear viscoelasticity, and in terms of steady-shear viscosity.
R.A Mendelson has shown how to extract the temperatme dependence from
steady shear viscosity data by plotting shear stress vs. shear rate at various
temperatures for polyolefins. The classical treatment of time-temperature
superposition is applied to viscoelastic data for temperature dependence of
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polymer melts. ’ The modulus is usually only weakly dependent on
temperature. Polyolefins like HDPE, LLDPE, and PP can be classified as
exhibiting simple thermorehological character. The term thermorheological
signifies the ability to superimpose rheological data from different temperatures
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by a horizontal shift factor, aj, on a shear stress versus shear rate graph. This is
applied to steady shear data only. A similar procedure is done on a graph of
modulus versus frequency for linear viscoelastic data. The temperature
dependence is then expressed as a flow activation energy for polymer melts.
When data is plotted from different temperatures as frequency versus loss tangent
(tan 5), a set of parallel curves is produced. The horizontal shift factor, aj, is the
distance that separates the curves. Therefore, a frequency versus loss tangent
graph at different temperatures allows one to estimate the activation energy.
Steady-shear viscosity data can be superimposed using activation energies
extracted from dynamic, rheology data. Practical use of this information is
necessary for all computer simulation work, including screw extrusion
simulation, coextrusion simulation, flow computation, and general polymer
120-125
processing applications.
Temperature Dependence ofRheology for Branched Polyolefins
126
Graessley et. al. examined the effect of long branches on the
temperature dependence of rheology on a theoretical basis. They reported that
the presence of long chain branches block reptation; hnear chains rearrange by
reptation. Thus, the presence of branches extended along a polymer string alters
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the energy required for chain conformational changes. Linear chains, which
themselves rearrange by passing through compact conformational states, are then
found to exhibit thermorheological complexity due to this steric hindrance. In
addition, the entanglement density is increased due to long chain branches; this
also affects the temperature dependence. Therefore, we expect the rheology of
blends made from propylene comonomer to resemble the behavior of branched
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polyolefins. The extent to which the viscoelastic data will be different
from that of the homopolymers is not known. However, we do expect that the
resulting activation energy will increase with complex modulus. In a study of
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long chain branched polyethylene, Varser and Maxwell found that when the
classical treatment of time-temperature superposition was applied to the data, the
resulting activation energy was modulus dependent. Therefore, careful handling
of the data required both a horizontal and vertical shift factor for temperature
dependence quantification. When a stress dependence (for modulus versus
frequency data) is observed for a polyolefin it is characterized as having
thermorheological complexity. The modulus dependence can be removed when a
modulus shift is applied to the data. That is, a vertical as well as horizontal shift
factor is determined from the data at various temperatures, assuming that the
relaxation moduli have the same temperature dependence.
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Stereochemistry of polypropylene
The stereochemical structures for both syndiotactic (XV) and isotactic
(XVI) polypropylenes are presented, respectiyely. Each polymer was prepared
by a heterogeneous catalytic process. The stereochemistry of the syndiotactic
polypropylene was controlled during the polymerization process by a single site
metal catalyst. The process inyolyes the general procedure as categorized by the
Ziegler-Natta catalysis. The Ziegler-Natta catalyst may be defined as a
combination of a transition metal compoimd from groups IV to VIII and an
organometallic compound of a metal from groups I to m of the periodic Table.
Usually, the transition metal compound is referred as the catalyst and the
130,131
organometallic compound is referred to as the cocatalyst. There are a
number of inyestigations (not coyered in the scope of this work) in which the
conditions for optimiun control of the triad or tetrad sequence is correlated to the
type of catalyst employed during the polymerization of propylene.





In view of the interest in the processing applications of these materials, the
rheology and thermal mechanical properties of blended polypropylenes is
significant to the plastic industry. Therefore, the compatibility, miscibility, and
melt behavior of the homopolymers and their blends are important to a study that




Materials and General Laboratory Eqmpment
The isotactic and syndiotactic polypropylenes were acquired from Exxon
Chemical Company. The melt flow ratio or melt index was provided for each
polymer by Exxon Chemical. The molecular weight and molecular weight
distribution for each polymer was provided by Exxon Chemical. The solvents
used were xylenes (analytical grade, Mallinckrodt) and methanol (absolute,
Mallinckrodt). The Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analyzer Mark n (Polymer
Laboratories), the Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DuPont Instruments 912
DSC with mechanical cooling accessory), and the Rheometrics System IV
(Rheometrics, Inc.) were laboratory instruments made available at Exxon
Chemical - Baytown Polymer Center. The Tafiner-P and other flexible polymer
materials were purchased fromMitsui Chemical.
General Blend Preparation by Solution Deposition
To a 500 mL round bottom flask was added 200 to 300 mL of xylenes.
The flask was then connected to a reflux condenser and heated. Each of the two
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component samples were then added, one at a time, to the flask as the
temperature reached 90 °C to 100 °C. A nitrogen flow was bubbled through each
solution as the reaction reached completion. At the end of the reaction time the
hot solution was precipitated in cold methanol. A waring blender was used and
regulated at moderate speed during the precipitation procedure. Once the
solution was separated, the blended material was placed in a vacuum oven for at
least 24 h at 50 °C. Each solution was prepared to approximate 10% or less
wt/vol composition. Reflux time did not exceed 4 h.
Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTAl measurements
The samples were tested on the PL-Dynamic Mechanical Thermal
Analyzer Mark II in the bending mode of deformation. The power head, capable
of applying 12 N of force, was used as the testing fixture. The samples were
tested at five frequencies, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, and 30 Hz. Dynamic displacement was
O
+/- 16 uM and the ramp rates were 2 or 3 C/min depending on the sample being
tested. Samples were clamped at the start temperature. The torque applied
varied from 30 to 40 cNm, depending on the sample under measurement. Wide
face clamps were used for all samples. The storage modulus, tan delta, and the
loss modulus were recorded for each sample. Samples were prepared by
compression mold at 305 ®F to the melt and a total pressure of 5,000 psi load to
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the press. Once the molds of each sample were prepared, individual molds were
cut not to exceed the specifications of single cantilever deformation
measurements, i.e., the molds were trimmed to give the approximate dimensions
of 2 mm thickness, 12 mm width, and 5 mm length. The approximate
temperature range for each measurement was -30 °C to 130 °C. The exact
temperature measurement varied from sample to sample depending on the melt
temperature of the sample.
Rheometrics measurements
The mold samples prepared for rheometric analysis were made similarly to
those used during the DMTA study. The samples were characterized at 210 °C
by oscillatory parallel plate rheometry over five decades of fi'equency. The
frequency ranged from 0.1 to 1000 rad/sec. The storage modulus, loss modulus,




Differential Scanning Calorimetry of Iso-PP. Svn-PP. and Blends
Isotactic polypropylene, with a melt flow rate of approximately 800, was
examined by DSC under the following conditions. A 10.00+/-0.01 mg sample of
iso-PP was equilibrated at 20 °C for 5 min and gradually heated at a ramp rate of
10 °C/min to 200 °C. The sample was then cooled at the same ramp rate and
heated to a second melt. A broad exotherm was observed at 145.36 °C on the
first melt (Figure 16 ); upon cooling an endotherm was observed at 105.37 °C
(Figure 17). The second melt showed a more n^row exotherm at 143.15 °C
(Figure 18). A sample of the iso-PP was purified by dissolution at reflux
temperature in xylenes for 45 min followed by precipitation in cold methanol.
After being dried in the vacuum oven overnight at 50 °C a DSC thermogram was
taken using the same experimental conditions as noted above. Listed as Figure
19 is the DSC thermogram of 4.50+/-0.01 mg of purified iso-PP. The second
heat curve of iso-PP exhibited amelt temperature of 139.76 °C.
Also, a 9.60+/-0.01 mg sample of the iso-PP was molded, using the Carver
press, and a DSC measurement was taken. A comparison of the non molded to
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the compression molded sample, as given in Figures 19 and 20, showed a melt
temperature occurred at 141.12 °C for the molded iso-PP (see Figure 20). The
exotherms of both exhibited the same curvature under the same experimental
conditions. A difference of 1.36 °C was noted between the curve maxima. This
data indicates that compression molded iso-PP required more thermal energy to
melt, and emphasizes the influence of thermal history on the mechanical behavior
exhibited by a polymer.
Syndiotactic polypropylene, with a melt flow rate of 0.90, was tested
under similar conditions as the iso-PP. The sample was purified under the same
conditions as the iso-PP above. As observed from Figure 21, the double
exotherm exhibited by syn-PP was not observed in the DSC measurements of
iso-PP. We have attributed the double exotherm phenomenon to a kinetic effect














Bun Date: S-Aug-Sl IS: 07
T*aoar«tur« (*C) 6«narsl V4.00 DuPont 2100
Figure 16. DSC trace of iso-PP, second melt, exotherm.
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Run Oate: 8-Aug-91 17: 45
Tetaoaratura (*C) Sanaral 74.00 DuPont 2100
Figure 19. DSC trace of iso-PP, purified sample, second melt curve




Pun Oate: 15-Aub-91 09: 49
Tanoarsturv' (*C1 Gancral v4.oo DuPont 2100
Figure 20. DSC trace of iso-PP, repurified, mold sample, melt curve
A 4.70+/-0.01 mg sample of syn-PP showed a double exotherm at 119.20 °C and
128.93 C (Figure 21) on the second melt curve. It appeared from its kinetics of
crystallization that a twin peak was characteristic of syn-PP. At any rate, the
thermogram of the second melt of a 15.10+/-0.01 mg compression molded sample
has shown a similar behavior with the first exotherm at 121.19 °C and its
coimterpart at 131.04 °C.
A 12.00+/-0.01 mg sample of the syn-PP was taken for DSC measurement
without purification and the experimental conditions were altered. The syn-PP
sample was equilibrated for 5 min at -30 °C and heated at a ramp rate of 5
“C/min. The thermograms are presented in Figures 22 and 23, respectively. A
glass transition occurred slightly below 0 °C and the twin peak, characteristic of
the melt behavior, was observed for syn-PP. The thermogram of the second melt
curve showed two exotherms at 119.68 °C and 130.03 °C. Blend 01 represents a
mixture of 25%(wt) syn-PP to 75%(wt) iso-PP. The blend samples listed
throughout this report were prepared from the purified samples of each
component. Also, a wet chemical method was used to prepare the blends. A
2.10+/-0.01 mg sample of blend-01 was taken for DSC measurement. At a ramp
rate of 10 °C /min the sample showed a short, shoulder peak at 124.86 °C next to
a long, broad peak at 140.00 °C upon its second melt (Figure 24). Blend 02
represents a mixture of 50%(wt) syn-PP to 50%(wt) iso-PP. The second melt
thermogram of a 2.20+/-0.01 mg sample of this blend had a longer, broader
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exotherm at 125.38 ®C and at 138.55 °C (Figure 25). The thermogram of the
mold sample of blend-02, measured under similar experimental conditions,
exhibited exotherms at 124.97 °C and 140.32 °C, respectively, during the second
melt curve. Blend-03 represents a mixture of 25%(wt) iso-PP to 75%(wt) syn-
PP. The second melt thermogram of a 3.60+/- 0.01 mg sample of this blend
yielded short, broad exotherms at 123.28 °C, 131.67 °C, and 143.02 °C,
respectively ( Figure 26).
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H««tFIom(aWI
□ SC Fils: OH. 12Oparator: OH
Bun Data; 9-Aug-91 08: 22
Sample: SVll PP BECBYSTALLIZED
Size: 4.7000 mg
Hathod: OWA
Figvire 21. DSC trace of syn-PP, second melt, double exotherm,
Sample: SVN-PP
Slza: IS. 1000 mg
Mathod: OWA
Comment: SYNOIO-PP (MeLT SAMPLE)
DSC File: OH. IBOperator; OH
Run Oate; 14-Aug-91 OB: 11
Ttnpcrvtur* General V4.00 OuPont 2100
Figure 22. DSC trace of syn-PP, second melt, double exotherm.
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Tanotraturt (*C) fianaral va.oo OuPont 2100
Figure 23. DSC trace of syn-PP, second melt, BHT sample
Samole: ZSX SYN-PP BLENO (DRY)
Size: 2.1000 mg
MeCnod: OWA
Comment: DRIED IH V.O. O.M. 30 C
DSC Fils: OH.26Oosrator: OH
Run Data: lS-Aug-91 11: 23
TifMifarnturfi (*C1 Gcnarsl V4.00 OuPont 2100
Figure 24. DSC trace of blend, 25% syn-pp/ 75% iso-PP.
Second melt, blend sample.
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Samp la: SOS BLEND PP
Size: 2.2000 mg
Method: DMA





Run Date: 16-Aug-91 10: 55
Figure 25. DSC trace of blend, 50% syn-PP/ 50% iso-PP.















Run Oete: 17-Auo-91 13: 37
Figure 25B. DSC trace ofblend 50% syn-PP/ 50% iso-PP.







DSC File; DM.48Dparator; DH
Run Date: lO-Sap-91 14:00
Figure 26. DSC trace of blen(i, 25% is6-PP/ 75% syn-PP.
Second melt, dried sample.
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Crystallization
There was a crystallization phenomenon observed upon melting
syndiotactic polypropylene that was not observed when melting isotactic
polypropylene. As a result of this phenomenon there were two peaks observed in
the DSC thermogram of syndio-PP. A similar phenomenon has been recognized
for syndiotactic polystyrene. This phenomenon is best imderstood by applying
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Hoffinan's theory. According to Hoffinan's theory of nucleation, crystallization
occurs from growth of crystallites upon stable nuclei. During polymer
crystallization the growth rate is dependent upon the accretion of segments onto
stable nuclei. The crystal layers that are formed as a result of nucleation then
proceed to vary in thickness depending on the relative size of the "seed" crystal.
The thicker the crystal layer the less surface energy repulsion there is to
overcome in order to reach the thermodynamically favored layer arrangement.
However, it is well known that the higher the surface energy, i.e., the thinner the
133
crystal, the higher the driving force required to overcome surface repulsion.
Based on these observations it is plausible to propose that the nuclei used to form
crystallites at the lower melt temperature for syndio-PP were metastable, i.e.,
thermdly unstable. DSC studies were done on isothermally crystallized
syndiotactic polypropylene having %[rnT] equal = 0.78 at various temperatures.
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A similar phenomenon occurred during the isothermal studies. Stehling has
suggested that the second melt in the thermogram was due to crystals formed "on
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the fly" and produced by the recrystallization of thin, thermally unstable crystal
layers dispersed from the first melt. Thus, upon further heating these metastable
nuclei disperse, causing the thin crystals to possibly reform onto the surface of
thicker crystals formed at a temperature region closer to the thermodyanmic melt




Table 3 lists the E', E", tan delta maxima, and glass transition temperatures
for each composition of polymer studied. Upon observation of the data in Table
3 it was apparent that multiple inflections were observed for the 50/50(wt%)
blend at higher temperature, thus indicating that the blend was immiscible, at
least in the amorphous region. Also, in the case of the 25(wt%) and 75(wt%)
syndio-PP blended with iso-PP, only single inflections were observed. In
addition, each dynamic measurement of this study showed that only one
inflection occurred in the temperature region of the glass transition, indicating
that the blends are miscible at lower temperatures. The materials were run at low
ramp increments and low strain. The data may be interpreted to indicate that
chemical mixing of the materials at low solution composition (<10%wt/vol) and
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reflux at longer periods of time produces a miscible blend. It is especially
important to note that the syndiotactic polypropylene had a recorded =
208,729 and a MWD of 1.8 +/- 0.2. Isotactic polypropylene had a recorded My^
= 35,781 with a MWD of 2.13 +/- 0.2. Included in the Appendix is data
collected on each sample at 1 and 10 Hz. The inference from the data is that the
blends made at 25% and 75% syndiotactic polypropylene are single inflection,
neat blends. There were significant differences in the E' values for each blend.
In terms of the semicrystalline dynamic information, an Arrhenius plot of log
frequency (co) versus 1/T was generated for the syndiotactic polypropylene
sample. The energy of activation for the solid state was determined from the
slope of the curve (Figure 27). Table 4 contains the tan delta and temperature
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Figure 27. Plot of log co versus 1/T for syn-PP.
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Table 3
Inflection Points ofE' and E" Curves
DMTA Results for Blends
E'(OC) E"(0C) Tan 5 (max) Glass
Transition
Composition
Syndio-PP 112 117 0.0956 12




101 113 0.0510 5
50%Syn/50%
Iso-PP
















The mold samples prepared for rheometric analysis were made similarly to
those used during the DMTA study. The two samples of interest, syndio-PP
(melt flow rate = 0.90) and iso-PP (melt flow rate = 1.0), were characterized at
four temperatures by oscillatory parallel plate rheometry over four decades of
frequency. Table 4 contains eta star, temperature, eta star at constant shear
stress, and the shift factor data for the syndio-PP sample. Table 7 contains
similar results for the iso-PP sample.
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Table 5












175 3.4 2.23 2.96 1.96
200 1.75 2.11 1.51 1.00
225 1.00 2.01 0.87 0.576
250 0.60 1.91 0.52 0.344
note; gamma star (y ) = limiting low shear Newtonian viscosity
Table 6












175 1.25 2.23 1.020 2.130
200 0.58 2.11 0.479 1.000
225 0.36 2.01 0.295 0.576
250 0.24 1.91 0.174 0.363
note: gamma star (y*) = limiting low shear Newtonian viscosity
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Rheometrics
From Tables 5 and 6 the shift factors for both syndio-PP and iso-PP were
plotted versus 1/T and the energy of activation was determined from the slope of
both curves, respectively. A correlation coefficient of 0.9998 was found for the
syndio-PP measurements. In the case of iso-PP, a correlation coefficient of
0.9983 was found. The energy of activation in the viscous state for syndio-PP
was determined to be 10.8 kcal/mole; and 10.9 kcal/mole for iso-PP. This data
indicated that upon polymer processing the viscosity dependence on temperature
was similar for both polymers. The data shown in Figure 28 indicates that the
melt viscosity of isotactic polypropylene was higher than the melt viscosity of
isotactic polj^ropylene, given that their melt flow rates were equal.
Due to our interest in the rheological behavior of flexible blends, there
were two blends prepared and characterized by DMTA that were made from the
chemical admixture of Tafiner-P (ULDPE with 1-propene as comonomer) and
each of the stereoregular polypropylenes. The response of each blend in terms of
the storage modulus, loss modulus, and tan delta as a function of temperature was







Figure 28. Plot of complex viscosity (ri*) versus co for both syn-PP and iso-PP.
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Figures 29, 30, and 31 represent the E', E" and E*, and tan delta
responses, respectively. The modulus was measured as a function of
temperature. The blend was the product formed from the chemical admixture of
isotactic polypropylene (M.I. = 3.0) and Tafmer-P (M.I. = 3.2). The Tafiner-P
(an ULDPE with 1-propene as comonomer) has a recorded = 75,716 and
MWD = 2.06 +/- 0.01. The DSC thermogram that was provided with the product
(Mitsui Petrochemicals) indicated that the glass transition for Tafiner-P occurred
at approximately 15-17 °C. The glass transition for isotactic polypropylene was
observed to occur at a lower temperature. The tan delta versus temperature
response for isotactic polypropylene showed a maximum at 10 °C. The tan delta
maximum for the blend occurred within the same temperature range (see Figure
34). In addition, there were no pronounced inflection points observed during the
temperature increase to the melt. All five frequencies showed very similar
response throughout the temperature range, -30 °C to 150 °C. The Fox-Flory
equation was not obeyed by this blend, but the data inferred that the chemical
admixture of the two components produced a blend of considerable phase
domain desegregation. There is a shift in the Tg as compared to the individual
components. Figures 32, 33, and 34 represents the E', E" and E*, and tan delta
responses as a function of temperature for a different blend. This blend was
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Figure 30. E' and E* for Tafmer-P/iso-PP.
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□ N/1 T* A OATC bun; 0Ct/04/l99l^
dim: b.oo, la.aao. 3.13Q
Haad: Pow«r 300*C PRCO .3. 1.3. 10,30 Hi
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TamoaraCura {*C)
Figure 31. Plot of Tan 5 versus T forTafmer-P/ iso-PP.
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Taj&ner-P (MI = 1.2), using the same procedure for preparation provided in the
experimental section. From a plot of E' versus temperature the blend of syn-PP
(MFR = 0.90) and Tafiner-P (MI =1.2) exhibited a pronounced inflection in its
curve diagram. As observed from the curve (see Figure 35) there were no
multiple inflections exhibited within the temperature region, -30 °C to 130 °C.
Also, as observed by the skewed data at the higher temperature, the blend did
lose its stiffriess. The tan delta maximum for this polymer blend occurred at a
higher temperature, at approximately 18-22 °C, than that exhibited by the blend
of iso-PP/Tafrner-P. Of significance from this comparison is that pronounced,
multiple inflections were observed in the E' versus temperature curve for the iso-
PP/Tafiner-P and were not observed for the syn-PP/Tafiner-P blend. In terms of
misciblity our results suggest that syn-PP forms a cohesive network with Tafiner-
P at the molecular level.
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Figure 35. Plot of E' and tan 5 for PE/ Tafmer-P.
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Figure 36. Plot of E" and E* for PE/ Tafmer-P.
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Figure 37. Plot of Tan 5 versus T for PE/ Tafmer-P.
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Figure 38. Plot of E* and tan 5 for PE/ iso-PP.
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Figure.39- Plot of G' and G” for Tafnier-P/ syn-PP.
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Figure 39B. Plot ofComplex viscosity (ti*) versus co-for Tafmer-P/ syn-PP.
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Our data suggest that further study be done on the rheological behavior of these
blends, for example, a study of their shear deformation behavior at high
temperature. Figures 38 and 39 represent the thermal analysis curves of E', E"
and E*, and tan delta , respectively, for a blend of 75% PE/ 25% Tafmer-P.
Significant from this information is the observed low temperature tan delta
maxima, at approximately -100 oC, and -25 oC, respectively. The observed
maxima for this blend implies that the blend was immiscible. Finally, as
observed from Figure 38 the E' and tan delta measurements for a blend made
from a ratio of 75% PE/ 25% iso-PP exhibited multiple inflections. Again, this
indicated that the blend was not neat and miscible. However, in comparison to
the blend of PE/ Tafiner-P, the modulus was hi^er at a longer temperature
range. Figures 39 and 39 (b) represent the G', G", and complex viscosity of the
blend composed of 0.75 (wt) syndio-PP/ 0.25 (wt) Tafmer-P. Although the
torque was out of specification for the first two points of the complex viscosity
measurements, it was obvious from the data that the complex viscosity versus
shear rate curve for the blend follows the same behavior as that of the individual
components. The contribution to the complex viscosity of the blend from the
weight fraction contribution of each component correlates well with the
theoretical predictions for miscibility in the melt state for blended materials. The
modulus is generally governed by the following equation:
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E =WiEi +W2E2 + P12W1W2 (17)
where P = 4Ei2-2Ei- 2E2, E is the modulus of the blend, Ej and E2 are the
moduli for the pure components, respectively. Wj and W2 are the corresonding
weight fractions. The blends made from 1:1 ratio of iso-PP with Tafmer - P
follow the equation without deviation. However, the blend made from syn-PP
with Tafmer- P does not. The deviation was observed from the blend in which
multiple inflections were observed during dynamic mechanical measurements.





This study focused on the deformation behavior of syndiotactic and
isotactic polypropylenes and their blends. The polymer materials for this study
were Exxpol products ofExxon Chemical USA. The two polymers were stereo¬
isomers with a broad difference in molecular weights (weight average), yet
similar in molecular weight distribution. It is characteristic of the Exxpol
catalyst to prepare polymers of a narrow MWD. In the solid state, bend
deformation of syndiotactic polypropylene exhibited a significant difference in
the loss tangent (tan delta) as compared to that of the isotactic polypropylene.
The loss tangent for each blend of iso-PP and syndio-PP was observed to be
adequate for fiirther impact strength testing. With respect to the blends made
from these two materials it was fovmd that the solution blend of 0.25 to 0.75 (wt)
syndiotactic polypropylene produced both a compatible and miscible composite.
The observance of a single inflection in the lower temperature regions of the
modulus vs. temperature curves during bend deformation for these blends
strongly suggests a significant degree of mixing at the molecular level.
Microscopy data needs to be obtained to confirm miscibility. It is not certain
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from these studies the extent to which phase dispersion is minimized. Optical
microsopy studies need to be done to identify phase separations, if any, at the
molecular level. The blend made from 0.50 (wt) syndiotactic polypropylene
exhibited a single inflection in the glass transition temperature region as well, but
upon approaching the melt temperature region more than one inflection occurred
during bend deformation. The multiple inflection point behavior of the 0.50 (wt)
syndio-PP composition indicated that the blend is immiscible in the high
temperature region. Due to the fact that the blends were made from polymers of
substantially different molecular weights it is reasonable to expect that the more
equal the contribution of each copolymer to the total weight fraction the more
likely will be the extent of phase domains on the molecular level. The relative
molecular weights of the homopolymers were close and there were multiple
inflections observed during bend deformation. It is suggested here that these data
be included with a study in which the molecular weights of the two polymers are
similar. Blends of incompatible polymers that segregate into distinct phases
exhibit glass transitions identical in temperature and width to those of the
unblended components. In intermediate cases where there is partial irtixing
between components or if the dispersed phase is very small, the Tg's of the
individual components may be shifted such that the follwing equation is obeyed:
1/Tg blend =Wgyn.pp/Tg syn-PP +Wjso-Pp/Tg iso-PP (18)
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where Wgyn.pp and Wigo-PP are the weight fractions of iso-PP and syndio-PP.
It is evident from Table 5 that the glass transition temperature of each blend is
sigmficantly different than that of the individual components. The shift in glass
tansition temperature has to be attributed to the desegregation of phase domains
thus giving the blends a distinguishable Tg. As observed in Table 1 the glass
transition temperature of the blend prepared at 0.25 (wt) Syn-PP to 0.75 (wt) iso-
PP was found to occur at 5°C; thus, exhibiting a positive deviation. The glass
transition of the blend prepared at 0.75 (wt) syn-PP to 0.25 (wt) iso-PP was
found to occvu at 10°C, exhibiting a positive deviation, also. The blend
composed of a 50/50 (wt) percentage exhibits a positive deviation much greater
in magnitude than the other two blends from their predicted values using
equation 20. In conclusion, the blends prepared by chemical admixture at low
weight/volume solution composition did show an advantage in the extent to
which phase desegregation occurred. In comparison to similar work, these
blends showed less inflection points overall than the blends prepared by solid-
solidmixing using amachine mixer.
The work completed on the flexible blends was significant to the
production of high impact strength, low temperature application materials. As
evidenced by the data, the blends made of Tafiner-P with both syndio-PP and
iso-PP, respectively, exhibited a lower modulus stif&iess at low temperature
compared to the homopolymers individually. The multiple inflections observed
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in the tan delta curves for high ratio of syn-PP to tafiner-P blend indicated that
there was some non-mixing at the molecular level. Machine mixing of the
materials was not done, therefore, the behavior of mold samples was not studied.
Therefore, we do not know the extent to which the blend preparation of these
materials affects their thermal behavior. It was significant that these blends did
exhibit narrow inflection points for their modulus responses. The addition of the
Tafiner-P flexible component to the homopolymer(s) affects the modulus,
especially at low temperature. Again, microscopy data needs to be collected on
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